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the Czech Landscape award is a national com-
petition to nominate a Czech candidate for the 
Council of Europe Landscape award. the Council 
of Europe Landscape award was set up under ar-
ticle 11 of the European Landscape Convention, 
which the Czech republic signed up to in 2002 
and ratified in 2004. Like the Council of Europe’s 
award, the Czech Landscape award is an hon-
orary award recognising policies and measures 
carried out by local or regional authorities and 
groups thereof as well as non-governmental or-
ganisations that contribute to sustainable land-
scape conservation, management and planning. 

the purpose of this award is to help cre-
ate a general awareness about the value of 
landscape to the everyday lives of people and 
highlight the importance of conserving our 
landscape and its cultural and natural heritage 
and accepting our responsibility for its sustain-
able use. Executed projects aimed at landscape 
conservation, creation and management or at 
educating specialists, officials or the public in 
landscape management, planning and use may 
be entered in the competition. 

in collaboration with the ministries for local 
development, agriculture, culture, and educa-
tion, youth and sports, the Ministry of the Envi-
ronment launched the second year of this award 
at the end of september. twelve nominations 
were received, one of which did not meet one 
of the application conditions (less than 3 years 
had passed since the completion of the project; 
in other words, the project’s outputs had been 
used for less than 3 years). this project was not 
judged. the projects successfully entered for the 
award were judged by an expert panel from the 
perspective of four main criteria: 
1.  sustainable development – an assessment 

of the scope and effect of the project; its 
knock-on effects in other areas; the durabil-
ity and long-term benefits of the project’s 
outputs; an assessment of the comprehen-

sive understanding of landscape as both 
natural and cultural heritage and a space for 
economic activity and the life of local peo-
ple (the interrelationship between the three 
main pillars of sustainable development);

2.  model value – an assessment of the possi-
bility of repetition, the uniqueness and orig-
inality of its realisation and implementation;

3.  public involvement – an assessment of the 
own/personal contribution of the project’s 
implementing organisation (what “sacri-
fices” had to be made); the amount of vol-
untary work involved in the project; the en-
gagement of the concerned general public;

4.  raising awareness – the contribution to 
changing attitudes in order to create a per-
ception of landscape as natural and cultural 
heritage.

the expert panel selected the project “pil-
grimage through a Contemplative Landscape 
– the Ecological education of strakonice town 
Year by Year” as the one that best fulfilled all 
the criteria. above all, the expert panel appreci-
ated this project’s comprehensive approach to 
ecological education, the scope of the educa-
tion, and the involvement of members of the 
public of all ages. the project demonstrates the 
uniqueness of the landscape of the microre-
gions of strakonicko, Blatensko and Vodňansko 
in the natural, cultural and historical context, 
highlighting the concept of sustainable devel-
opment, the importance of conservation and 
functional use of the landscape as an intercon-
nected and interrelated entity which, when 
understood and used correctly, ensures its in-
habitants a high-quality, healthy and satisfied 
life. in the long term, this project raises public 
awareness about the south Bohemian land-
scape while helping people to attain a healthy 
self-confidence and respect for the place where 
they were born and live. 

Czech Landscape Award 2012

CzECh LandsCapE award 2012
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the expert panel also decided to give 
a special mention to the project of the munici-
pality of tvarožná Lhota and the company inEX 
sda Bílé Karpaty entitled “the service tree – the 
tree of the slovácko Microregion” for its multifac-
eted approach and high level of involvement of 
the general public and the surrounding villages. 
the main aim of this project was to encourage 
collaboration between local inhabitants, volun-
teers and the local administration to promote 
the use and cultivation of traditional varieties of 
fruit trees and the renewal of the cultural land-
scape of slovácko as a whole. the project’s main 
theme is the service tree , which was once an ag-
riculturally important tree in the region. Gradu-
ally, the service tree became a symbolic tree of 
slovácko and more than one hundred villages in 
the region joined in the project.

the members of the expert panel con-
firmed the difficulty of assessing the very differ-
ent projects from the time perspective and also 
from the perspective of the projects’ scope and 
objectives. the panel underlined the uniqueness 
of each nominated project and rated all of the 
projects as inspirational and extremely high-
quality examples of the practical application of 
the aims and ideas of the European Landscape 

Convention. the entered projects are proof that 
it is not only institutions that can bring about 
major changes: proactive individuals can, too. 

You can find all the information about the award, 
including conditions and criteria, at www.cena-
krajiny.cz
or on the Council of Europe webpage www.coe.
int/t/dg4/cultureheritage/heritage/Landscape/
prix/session2013_en.asp 
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the ecological educational project in strakonice 
began back in 1997 when the strakonice district 
Council’s environment department came up 
with a series of articles on protected monumen-
tal trees. a year later it wrote about protected 
areas, and the series was concluded in 2001 with 
an exhibition on the natural beauties of the stra-
konice district and its twin towns in the nether-
lands and switzerland. the idea of presenting 
landscape through thematic sub-projects is 
nothing new, but the use of the latest technolo-
gies makes it more attractive, especially as it is 
possible to involve people of all ages and thus 
contribute to the preservation of natural and cul-
tural heritage.

the project is made up of one-year sub-pro-
jects that follow one another thematically and fo-
cus on landscape and ecology. Each of the themat-
ic series is accompanied by a quote from a book 
called Contemplative Landscape (first published 
in 1947) by the author Ladislav stehlík, a native of 
Bělčice near Blatná. Linking a perspective that is 
over fifty years old with the present day creates an 
inspirational view of the historical development of 
the south Bohemian landscape. the sub-projects 
highlight the uniqueness of the landscape of the 
strakonicko, Blatensko and Vodňansko microre-

winner of the CzeCh LAndsCApe AwArd 2012 
CzECh LandsCapE award 2012

project bearer: municipality of strakonice
location: microregions strakonicko, blatensko, vodňansko – south bohemia
contact:  ing. miroslav šobr, miroslav.sobr@mu-st.cz, www.souteze.strakonice.eu/
realisation: 2003 – present 
partners: municipality of blatná, municipality of vodňany, regional museum of stř. pootaví 
– strakonice museum, south bohemian region, south bohemian radio – České budějovice, 
makov Animal rescue Centre, regional press – strakonice daily (strakonický deník), 
forests of the Czech republic s. p., povodí vltavy s. p. (state water management company), 
zoo plzeň, the Czech environmental partnership foundation brno , Cassiopeia branch in 
strakonice, CiConiA roudnice, blatenská ryba s. r. o. 
financing: municipality of strakonice, south bohemian region, forests of the Czech republic – s. p.

gions in the natural, cultural and historical context. 
it underlines the concept of sustainable develop-
ment, the importance of functional use of the 
landscape as an interconnected and interrelated 
entity which, when understood and used correct-
ly, ensures its people a high-quality, healthy and 
satisfied life. in the long term this project raises 
public awareness of the south Bohemian land-
scape while helping people attain a healthy self-
confidence and respect towards the place where 
they were born and live.

11 out of the 14 planned thematic series 
have been executed so far: 
2003 -  step by step Visiting the protected na-

ture areas of the region: a series about 
the areas of special protection 

2004 -  step by step Visiting the protected na-
ture areas of Blatensko and Vodňansko: 
a follow-up to the region’s areas of spe-
cial protection

2005 -  in the shade of protected trees (together 
with the year’s theme, Year of the tree): 
an introduction to the region’s protected 
monument trees 

2006 -  at the springs of the Living water i: series 
about the most important “miraculous” 
and healing water sources and wells

pilgrimage through a Contemplative Landscape or 
the environmental education of strakonice town 
Year by Year
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2007 -  at the springs of the Living water ii: part 
two of the series – linked to the clean-up 
of natural water sources

 -  town in nature, nature in town: series on 
the natural wonders of strakonice linked 
to the renewal of small-scale religious ar-
chitecture and the pilgrimage site dobrá 
Voda on podsrp hill near strakonice

2008 -  rivers, Brooks, streamlets – from springs 
to Estuaries: series on watercourses 
linked to the clean-up of the river otava, 
the building of the source and stories of 
otava river swimmers 

2009 -  on the ripples of silver fishponds: series 
about the most important fish ponds 
and pond culture systems in the region

2010 -  on the pathways of Mansion parks and 
Gardens: series on the region’s chateau 
parks, the launch of monitoring and the 
planting of original fruit tree varieties on 
what used to be farm estates

2011 -  the Mysterious shady woods: series on for-
est complexes in the region linked to the 
international Year of the forest – a remind-
er and clean-up of jewish forest cemeteries

2012 -  “he went that way, he had Bagpipes”: 
series linked to the Year of the Bagpip-

ers 2012 organised by the town of stra-
konice, presenting the bagpipe tradition 
in strakonice in connection with the his-
torical development of the region’s land-
scape

in the series planned for 2013, primary 
school pupils will prepare – as part of a literary 
competition – stories on the historical creation 
and utilisation of the landscape as preserved 
in the storytelling of seniors. a series on min-
eral wealth and a series on the relationship be-
tween the south Bohemian landscape, region 
and culture (literature, painting, film, folklore) 
are planned for 2014 and 2015 respectively. an 
update and a re-start of the project as a whole is 
scheduled for 2016.

Each series has a theoretical side (lectures 
by experts, competitions, publications, dVd, 
internet, exhibitions, radio broadcasts) and 
a practical side (the renewal and clean-up of 
water sources and wells, clean-up of the otava 
river banks, reforestation, the monitoring and 
re-planting of original fruit tree alleys, renova-
tion of religious architecture, cemeteries etc.), 
involving all social and age groups of the pub-
lic, including the disabled. the project may be 
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utilised in school teaching (biology, history, ge-
ography etc.). the project initiated long-term 
co-operation between primary schools and the 
environment department of the strakonice mu-
nicipal authority. schoolchildren may also take 
part in the decision-making process through the 
Children’s Board, especially in matters concern-
ing the appearance and tidiness of the town, the 
protection of environment and the preservation 
of cultural heritage. the eldest generation (sen-
iors, homes for the elderly) also take part in the 
project by contributing their memories of what 
farming and the relationship to landscape were 
like in their time – these inputs are subsequently 
used when preparing thematic texts. 

the project inspired the creation of a na-
tional campaign called City of trees. in 2010 
strakonice was designated as the venue for the 
national Ecological Education in practice con-
ference for employees of municipal authorities 
of the south Bohemian region, employees of 
non-governmental non-profit organisations and 
anyone else in the Czech republic who might 
be interested. the project was also a source of 
inspiration for the town of Blatná, which started 
to organise annual thematic exhibitions on envi-
ronmental topics. 

the information people acquire through 
the project makes them realise their ties to south 
Bohemia as a place from where they may set off 
to the rest of the world but to where they may 
also return at any time. what is more, they may 
do so feeling that they are part of “European” 
nature, because, for example, water from the riv-
ers in the strakonicko microregion flows into the 
seas; because the harsh living conditions in this 
region often forced previous generations to seek 
work in other countries; because the fish from 
the microregions of Blatná and Vodňany ponds 
are exported to the rest of Europe; because the 
international bagpipes festival in strakonice is 
the result of not forgetting one’s roots; because 
timber from south Bohemia’s forests helped 
build prague, Vienna and even hamburg; to say 
it simply, because the “locals” form a distinct part 
of Europe and have something to offer. and this 
is where the main strength and power of the 
unique landscape of south Bohemia lies. 
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the slovácko microregion has defined the cul-
tural landscape of the Moravia-slovakia border 
for many centuries. within a relatively small re-
gion different types of cultivated landscapes 
have been preserved – from lowlands to high-
lands. the main aim of this project was to insti-
gate collaboration between the local inhabit-
ants, volunteers and the local administration to 
promote the cultivation and use of traditional 
varieties of fruit trees and the renewal of the 
cultural landscape of the slovácko region as 
a whole. the primary element of the project be-
came the rowan tree – true service tree (sorbus 
domestica), which used to have a great impor-
tance in the landscape. successively the service 
tree became a symbolic tree of the slovácko 
region and more than 100 villages joined the 
project – named “the bearers of the service tree 
tradition”.

the nominated project emerged from the 
needs of the Local programme for Countryside 
renewal as part of the municipality’s sustainable 
development programme. Most of the living ser-
vice tree giants have been mapped under the 
project. furthermore, comprehensive informa-
tion was obtained about both rare species and 
other fruit trees such as sorbus torminalis, Cor-

project bearer: municipality of tvarožná Lhota and the company ineX sdA bílé karpaty o. s.
location: tvarožná Lhota – south moravian region
contact:  vít hrdoušek, hrdousek.v@straznicko.cz 

martin stránský, stransky.martin@cenelc.cz 
www.tvarozna-lhota.cz, www.treeforeurope.com

realisation: 2001 – present day
partners: Administration of the bílé karpaty protection Landscape Area, the microregion 
of strážnicko, local primary school, CeneLC.Cz, CiviLsCApe, the sLowfood movement, 
local societies: the men’s Choir, gamekeepers
financing: local people’s voluntary activities, ministry for regional development, ministry 
of the environment, tvarožná Lhota municipality

nus, Morus, Mespilus, and traditional apple and 
pear tree varieties. protected monument trees 
were designated and the most endangered ones 
were treated.

the project initiated the creation of the 
different elements of landscape structures, es-
pecially in the context of the territorial system 
of Ecological stability, and became the founda-
tion for the municipality’s spatial plan. 12 km 
of road were renewed and replanted as part of 
this project. together with the administration of 
the Bílé Karpaty protection Landscape area and 
with much help from the local residents and vol-
unteers, an area of 5 hectares of original impor-
tant landscape structures, interactive elements 
and roads were replanted with the seedlings 
of 8 varieties of original fruit trees and 6 varie-
ties of original deciduous trees. the landscape’s 
ecological potential (anti-erosion, retention and 
increased biodiversity), aesthetic potential (in-
creased value of the landscape character) and 
user potential (ensuring the landscape is accessi-
ble and penetrable and the fruits are consumed 
by people and animals) were thus enhanced.

other important outputs of the project 
were the creation of the service tree Museum 
with an educational trail and the establishment 

service tree – the tree of the slovácko microregion

speCiAL mention of the nAtionAL CzeCh LAndsCApe AwArd 2012
CzECh LandsCapE award 2012
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of a rest, promotional and educational centre – 
the shepherd’s hut travičná – with its arboretum 
of rare fruit trees and natural garden. at the same 
time, two original orchards where the service 
tree and its varieties are grown were renewed. 

a new annual tradition was established as 
part of the project – the service tree celebration 
and fruit picking. the general public took to this 
event keenly and, when the time comes, people 
from all over the region gather here so that they 
can show off the results they have achieved with 
these trees, present their fruit products and en-
joy the cultural programme. at this event, “the 
bearers of the service tree tradition” are selected 
– these are public officials that receive seedlings 
and certificates so that they may spread the 
knowledge about this tree to their municipality. 

another aim of this project is to promote 
an awareness of this almost forgotten fruit tree 
in the rest of Europe and to present it as a tree 
symbolising the need to care for our landscape: 
the service tree – a tree for the new Europe. the 
project wishes to draw attention to the disap-
pearing heritage of cultural landscape and make 
use of its regional, food, forestry and medical im-
portance for the current and future generations. 
Co-operation has been initiated with organisa-

tions and municipalities in slovakia, austria, Ger-
many and italy.

several hundred local and foreign volun-
teers took part in the project over the years. the 
project service tree – the tree of the slovácko 
region has proven that close co-operation be-
tween local societies and the municipality and 
the right involvement of the general public make 
it possible, with minimal financing, to achieve 
important improvements to the quality of life 
and to the value of the local landscape. Commu-
nity co-operation, when caring for the landscape 
and making use of the local potential, resulted 
in not only an improvement in the countryside 
but also in the development of social and private 
activities that are closely linked to the landscape. 

the realisation of the project and other 
activities were key factors in the municipality 
being awarded the title antante florale Europe 
2008 and also taking second place in the na-
tional competition Village of the Year 2012. the 
arboretum with its herb garden was awarded an 
“Exemplary natural Garden” certificate in 2012. 
this project has been a great inspiration to many 
municipalities across Europe for several years.  

service tree – the tree of the slovácko microregion
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the podhůra recreational forests lie at the foot 
of the Železné hory (mountains) in a triangle be-
tween the towns of Chrudim, slatiňany and the 
municipality of rabštejnská Lhota. their total 
area is 360 ha. it is the first extensive forest com-
plex adjoining the flatland area of polabí (Elbe 
river basin). the podhůra recreational forests 
project originated from the idea to create peace-
ful zones for the people living in the immediate 
vicinity. the idea was to create a meeting place, 
a place to relax and somewhere to go on day 
trips of discovery. the area of the “recreational 
forests” as a whole is made up of a combination 
of forests that are allowed to naturally renew 
themselves and those where the renewal is arti-
ficial. the forest is a place to rest, relax or pursue 
some high-adrenaline activities, all in a setting of 
stunning nature close to the town. it caters for 
the relaxation needs of people of all ages. 

the basic idea behind the project is the 
further development of an open, flourishing, 
original, permanently sustainable town offering 
a high living standard for its inhabitants. the pro-
ject is carried out in such a way as to give people 
a chance to play an active role in decision-making 
to do with the development as a whole. the mu-
nicipality of Chrudim strives to actively include its 

people in the decision-making process through 
Local agenda 21 and the project healthy town. 
the nominated project is exemplary where co-
operation between the municipality of Chrudim, 
the company Municipal forests of Chrudim Ltd. 
and the general public is concerned. a round ta-
ble was organised in 2005 in order to attain spe-
cific information about people’s wishes regard-
ing the further use of the area. the conclusions 
drawn at this meeting became the foundation 
for the initial study of the planned development 
of podhůra recreational forests. the study also 
followed on from the spatial plan, the approved 
plan for the strategic development of the town 
of Chrudim and the approved tourism concept.

a forest educational trail, a playground, 
a unique lookout tower named Bára and a service 
facility were built. a grant from the Eu regional 
operational programme was received in 2008. 
this helped the further development and repair 
of the network of forest trails (for people on foot, 
cyclists and horse-riders). a forest gym and a rope 
park in the treetops were created. the forest trails 
link to other places of interest in the vicinity such 
as Kočičí hrádek, slatiňany chateau, Švýcárna and 
the Kochánovické ponds. this makes the area an 
attractive destination for visitors from all over the 

project bearer:  municipal forests of Chrudim, Ltd.
location:  Chrudim, podhůra – pardubice region 
contact:  ing. zdeněk odvárka – executive director 

mgr. Lucie Janovská, janovska.lucie@lesychrudim.cz,  
www.lesychrudim.cz/,  
www.chrudim.eu/cs/download/zdrave-mesto/lc_projekt_lesy_09_upr.pdf

realisation:  2005 – present day
partners: municipality of Chrudim, municipal forests of Chrudim as managers of the area, 
and others
financing: municipality of Chrudim, municipal forests of Chrudim s. r. o., eu – rop nuts 
ii northeast 
Motto:  “Act locally, think globally – think of the future”

podhůra recreational forests

CzECh LandsCapE award 2012
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Czech republic. information panels, direction 
signs and trail markings have been put in place. 
Every year, a small, architecturally interesting 
structure is added to make the area even more 
attractive (a wooden climbing wall, a sheltered 
fireplace etc.). Much attention is paid to the edu-
cation of kindergarten and primary school pupils, 
as well as the general public. the educational 
process takes the form of instruction about the 
forest, guided walks with a forester, and events 
such as the forest Celebration, pram walks, well 
openings etc. organised for the general public. 

the future strategy of the municipality 
of Chrudim is to maintain the original charac-
ter of the landscape while making it as accessi-
ble as possible to visitors. in the near future the 
podhůra recreational forests should become 
connected to Chrudim by a cycle route. the re-
cultivation and utilisation of an old dump site 
bordering the land is another part of the project. 
a local geological curiosity – the shore of a Meso-
zoic cretaceous sea – is found within the dump 
site. once the area is made accessible to the pub-
lic, information panels on the origins of this rarity 
will be installed. 

another project is planned in collaboration 
with local organisations – the administration of 

the protected Landscape area Železné hory and 
the Chrudim water sources Ltd. this is an educa-
tional and information centre that would form 
the “gateway” (actual as well as informational) 
to the very interesting area of the Železné hory. 
the principal aim of this educational centre is to 
teach the young generation to think ecologically 
and to respect the area’s cultural and natural his-
tory and values. 
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the purpose of the landscape project Crosses, 
roads, sculptures, Landscape, people realised by 
the jinÁKrajina citizens’ association and cover-
ing an area belonging to four different munici-
palities – Šarovy, Lhota near Malenovice, salaš, 
Bohuslavice near zlín – is an attempt to revitalise 
this cultural landscape that has become soulless 
and impersonal. Currently, it is a production re-
source without any signs of a sensitive approach 
to the landscape or an ecological perspective 
on the part of the current owner. the minimal-
ist artistic elements combined with the histori-
cal footprints evident in the landscape evoke 
a Christian tale filled with suffering; but at the 
same time it brings to mind a simple story of the 
local people whose lives were closely linked to 
the earth here.

the gradual process of land seizure by 
the recent communist regime erased people’s 
natural relationship with their land and the land-
scape. the land has been degraded by the cur-
rent system of management to nothing more 
than a numerical value. sadly, this is now accept-
ed by a majority of the owners. the roads form 
a basic, logical landscape network. the renewal 
and maintenance of these roads is the simplest 
way to restore the landscape’s functional aes-

thetic. the safeguarding of such roads and their 
ownership can become a tool for negotiating 
with an insensitive user. 

the project is realised in the cadastres of 
the municipalities whose representatives should 
naturally take interest in the area as a whole, in 
the clear designation of development concepts 
and the stability of the entire region despite the 
fact, that most of the land is privately owned. 
the surrounding landscape is looked after by 
the users, who took over the agricultural land 
and who carry on with its management even 
after it became evident that there is dire need 
for change. the municipality representatives are 
getting rid of what was once common property 
or do re-assume ownership of municipal roads 
and other property because the maintenance 
of these would be a burden on the municipal-
ity’s budget. the user bought much of the land 
cheaply and the rest of the fields are bound up 
by twenty-year contracts or by lien. the mecha-
nism of land consolidation is therefore at their 
mercy. it has thus gradually become clear that 
the reality of the current cultural landscape has 
been abandoned by people of sense, and that is 
why we strive to draw attention, in our own way, 
to this bit of land. 

project bearer:  JinAkrAJinA – citizens‘ association location municipalities of šarovy, 
Lhota near malenovice, salaš, bohuslavice near zlín – zlín region

contact:  professor and sculptor Jan Ambrůz, ambruz.jan@seznam.cz  
www.jinakrajina.eu

realisation:  2008 – present day
partners: prefA brno a. s., Českomoravský cement a. s., evrAz vítkovice steel a. s.,  
zApA beton a. s., mt servis – manipulační technika s. r. o., kovocité a. s.,  
faculty of Architecture of the technical university in brno
financing:  ministry of Culture, zlín region

in memorY of ALL those who hAve toiLed to turn this LAndsCApe into fertiLe 
fieLds divided bY nArrow boundAries And into rows of CherrY, peAr, 

AppLe And bLACkthorn trees
in memorY of ALL those who hAve driven through this hoLLow And who 

wALked to mAke this roAd

Crosses, roads, sculptures, Landscape, people

CzECh LandsCapE award 2012
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the members of the association search 
for still visible footprints in the landscape and, 
based on these, renew and recreate what has al-
most been lost. they gradually build sculptures 
in distinctive places (Chapel i, poLEh, paVuČina 
– cobweb…). they then interconnect these 
points of interest with renewed pavements and 
roads enhanced by alleys of trees (rowan, pEar, 
ChErrY or appLE trEEs). in doing so, they try to 
highlight the new possibilities of the current cul-
tural landscape and to dispel the present-day vil-
lage’s passivity and lethargy. a sub-project called 
KŘÍŽoVÁ (Cross) draws attention to the theme of 
the Calvary and attempts to combine its narrow 
spiritual meaning with the broader landscape. 
it brings to light the current state of affairs that 
reflects the relationship between the land’s own-
ers and its current users. all of the current prob-
lems of the cultural landscape, its people and to-
day’s society in general, are clearly encapsulated 
within this relatively small area. the project is 
highly original in that it brings a level of tension 
to this agricultural landscape, a landscape with 
which its users have a rather aloof relationship. 

it is mainly students of the faculty of art 
and the faculty of architecture of the technical 
university in Brno who take part in this project. 

Local companies are involved in the various sub-
projects – erecting artistic structures, renewing 
roads or planting trees. Local people also started 
taking part in tree planting last year. Local au-
thorities are involved in the decision-making 
process, whether they happen to be for or 
against – their opinion is taken into considera-
tion. 
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the project was realised in the northern part of 
the Moravian-silesian Beskydy Mountains area 
in the lea of the river Morávka between the vil-
lages of nošovice and nižní Lhota. this used 
to be an unmanaged section of the wild river, 
characterised by gravel deposits, soft as well as 
hard riparian zones. protected sites important 
even by European standards lie in the Morávka 
river basin. they form part of natura 2000. fur-
thermore, there is also a protected Landscape 
area of the Beskydy Mountains and two smaller 
protected areas – the skalická Morávka national 
nature Monument and the river Morávka profile 
nature Monument.

at its time this project represented the 
most important one-off nature conservation 
project in the region and one of the largest 
projects in the Czech republic as a whole. its 
aim was to save a biologically and geomor-
phologically important area that was under 
threat of being invaded by the reynoutria spp. 
plant. the problem with these invasive plants 
is that they pose strong competition to the 
local flora and subsequently also fauna. they 
not only push out the existing species but also 
cause greater erosion and can become a prob-
lem where anti-flooding measures need to be 

project bearer:  moravian-silesian region
location:  morávka river basin – moravian-silesian region
contact:  roxana macháčková, roxana.machackova@kr-moravskoslezsky.cz 

www.life-moravka.cz/
realisation:  2007 – 2010 
partners: Czech union for nature Conservation (Čsop) salamandr, povodí ordy s. p. (state 
water management company), forests of the Czech republic – state-owned company, 
nature Conservation Agency of the Czech republic, pilsner urquell a. s., radegast brewery
financing: moravian-silesian region, eu – Life-nature, Czech union for nature 
Conservation (Čsop) salamandr, forests of the Czech republic – state firm, povodí odry 
s. p. , ministry of the environment, pilsner urquell a. s., radegast brewery 

taken. any use of the affected land is very dif-
ficult. alongside the less effective mechanical 
eradication, the elimination of these plants 
was also carried out using herbicide spraying 
and injection. this was done with both human 
and animal welfare in mind. overall it could be 
said that the eradication attempts before the 
realisation of this project were not successful. 
this was mainly due to the non-systematic ap-
proach, the small surface areas where eradica-
tion took place and the relatively short after-
care of the treated areas. 

the realisation of the project required 
co-operation and a positive attitude from pri-
vate landowners, affected municipalities, lo-
cal people and schools. some twenty seminars 
were staged prior to the project launch. raising 
awareness among the general public about the 
importance of landscape formed an important 
part of the project. this was mainly done by pro-
viding more information on natura 2000 and 
nature protection in general. the affected mu-
nicipalities received the necessary know-how 
about eradication of invasive species, which is 
a common problem here. Close collaboration 
was established with the local schools, with the 
children taking an active part in identifying the 

saving the riparian zones in the  
morávka river basin

CzECh LandsCapE award 2012
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affected areas and subsequently passing their 
findings on to the project team. schools were 
provided with the necessary teaching materials. 
the project was also important in that it made 
the affected areas more attractive, thus making 
them available for sensitive recreational use. in 
the last year of this project an international con-
ference was organised. 

since the project ended regular monitor-
ing has taken place. aftercare is being provided 
to these areas by the land managers and other 
partners out of their budgets, just as was done 
when the project was still running. successful 
approaches to the eradication of invasive spe-
cies and the subsequent regeneration of the af-
fected areas are being shared on a national and 
international level. the method of the eradica-
tion of reynoutria spp. and the subsequent re-
vitalisation of the affected areas was set down 
in a book in two languages that has also been 
prepared in electronic form. the project received 
two prestigious prizes, which are evidence of its 
exceptional quality: in 2010 it received the En-
ergy Globe award and in 2011 it was assessed 
by the European Commission as one of the best 
projects on the occasion of the 20th anniversary 
of the LifE programme. 
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the Krkonoše mountains – an island of tundra 
placed in the middle of Europe. despite the 
relatively small surface area and low altitude, the 
Krkonoše mountains are known for their extraor-
dinary diversity of landscape, and flora and fauna 
unseen in the surrounding European mountain 
ranges. this is due to its unique geographic loca-
tion, where events shaping the development of 
the Central European countryside took place in 
the long past and recent history.

over eight centuries of human activity 
striving to make use of all the natural resources 
available in the mountains interfered with the 
natural process in Krkonoše. the initial stage 
of human settlement in the Krkonoše moun-
tains was superseded by mining, metallurgy 
and later on, glass manufacture. these devel-
opments resulted in rapid growth of the settle-
ments in Krkonoše and large-scale exploitation 
of the mountain forests. when timber produc-
tion moved to neighbouring mountain areas, 
the local inhabitants switched to agriculture. 
this affected Krkonoše significantly, and gradu-
ally led to the emergence of tourism. tourism 
became increasingly popular, especially at the 
end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th cen-
tury, and its disproportionate growth caused 

considerable damage to the local nature and 
the Krkonoše landscape. the endangering of the 
natural environment led to the gradual imple-
mentation of various conservationist measures 
that culminated with the area being made a na-
tional park in 1959 (Karkonoski park narodowy 
in poland) and in 1963 (Krkonošský národní park 
in the Czech republic). with the increase in the 
number of thermal power plants in the region, 
the detrimental side-effects of their emissions 
on the forest ecosystems became apparent to-
wards the end of the 1970s. however, the rapid 
disintegration of forest vegetation also had a 
lot to do with the harsh climate, the unsuitable 
species and age composition of the forests and 
the subsequent changes in the soil, as well as 
an overall decline in resistance against disease 
and pests. after 1991 the emissions situation im-
proved considerably but the acidification of the 
soil, lack of nutrients in the soil and the weaken-
ing of the Mycorrhiza systems did not give much 
hope for quick regeneration. 

in the 1990s the Krkonoše Mountains na-
tional park was one of the ten most endangered 
national parks in the world. a project known 
as forest Ecosystem recovery in the Krkonoše 
Mountains national park was launched in 1992 

project bearer:  krkonoše mountains national park Administration
location:  krkonoše – královéhradecký region 
contact:  Jan hřebačka – director 

radek drahný – press agent, info@krnap.cz 
www.krnap.cz

realisation:  1992 – 2001 
partners:  dutch foundation fACe, forests of the Czech republic – state firm
financing:  dutch foundation fACe

forest ecosystems recovery in the krkonoše 
mountains national park

CzECh LandsCapE award 2012
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in collaboration with the dutch foundation 
faCE. the aim of the project was to stop the 
widespread die-out of the pollution-damaged 
forests and to restore them to health. as part 
of what was known as “emissions extraction”, 
7,000 hectares of forest were felled. during the 
project over 5,220 ha of forest cover was newly 
planted or reconstructed. fortunately, the ini-
tial prognosis of the forest’s death did not come 
to pass and the vitality of the Krkonoše forests 
gradually started to improve. 

the principle of sustainable forest man-
agement is seen from the long-term perspective 
as a means to attaining ecologically stable for-
est ecosystems. principles previously unknown 
and unused in the Czech republic were applied. 
natural processes, which may be guided by man 
where necessary, remain the priority. systematic 
and planned interventions are necessary to sup-
port natural processes and the gradual restora-
tion of ecological stability. the most important 
short-term tasks of the project were to speed-
ily reforest the area with trees that matched the 
natural species structure and possessed the ap-
propriate genetic quality, replace missing spe-
cies and, where necessary, to adjust previously 
established forest areas. this was a scientific 

project, but the affected communities and the 
visiting public were also kept updated about de-
velopments. 

during the project and after, great empha-
sis has been placed on job creation for the local 
people in the national park. Green forests can 
once again be seen there. the precious natural 
environment will be preserved for the genera-
tions to come – and this is thanks to internation-
al co-operation and the integrity, understand-
ing and support of the local organisations and 
people. 
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the municipality of zahnašovice lies in the zlín 
region in an intensively farmed corn-growing 
region, south of the town of holešov. histori-
cally, the local people are known to have worked 
mostly in farming. agriculture still has great im-
portance here due to the favourable location 
and fertile land. in the year 2000 the area of in-
terest was a bland agricultural landscape devoid 
of natural elements and showing obvious signs 
of wind erosion. the municipality of zahnašovice 
and other partners decided not to wait for help 
to come from above and themselves set about 
actively improving the functional and aesthetic 
values of the local landscape. this was linked 
mainly to the development of the planned 
holešov industrial zone and the building of 
a motorway to the north.

the aim of the project is to gradually renew 
the structure and functions of the landscape that 
has experienced intensive and large-scale agri-
cultural production over long periods of time. 
the project sought to revitalise the disrupted ag-
ricultural land areas, increase the ecological sta-
bility of the landscape, improve the landscape’s 
retention capacity, reduce wind erosion, en-
hance the landscape’s aesthetic properties and 
make the landscape easier to access and pass 

through for people. the project is based on the 
landscape’s history as revealed in the landscape 
itself and in historical maps. 

the Medřický bio-centre was established 
on an area of 3.5 ha of waterlogged farmland 
where systematic drainage was carried out dur-
ing the period of large-scale production under 
communism. one large pool and several smaller 
pools were created in depressions in the ter-
rain. these are surrounded by trees suitable for 
the varying hardness of the ground. the newly 
created biotope was immediately colonised by 
a family of beavers – this completed the new 
look of the landscape.

trees are planted in a linear fashion along 
historic field tracks belonging to the municipal-
ity. a wider spectrum of original tree species is 
being planted here to form alleys, windbreaks, 
bio-strips and bank vegetation. so far, the total 
length of planted corridors has reached 5,908 m 
and over 26,000 trees have been planted.

the area is monitored and the newly es-
tablished bio-centre is managed in co-operation 
with specialists from the nature Conservation 
agency. the subsequent care for the measures 
already in place is ensured due to the coopera-
tive approach and activities of local associations. 

project bearer:  municipality of zahnašovice
location:  zahnašovice – zlín region 
contact:  františek němec – mayor, starosta@zahnasovice.cz 

www.zahnasovice.cz
realisation:  2000 – present day 
partners: municipality of zahnašovice, Agency for nature Conservation of the Czech 
republic – zlín, gamekeepers’ Association – zahnašovice, fishermen’s Association – 
zahnašovice, municipal Authority – holešov 
financing: municipality of zahnašovice, ministry of the environment, follow-up care – 
local association 

restoration of Landscape – in zahnašovice

CzECh LandsCapE award 2012
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the municipality’s and local people’s interest in 
the renewal of their landscape does not stop with 
this project. in collaboration with the zlín region 
and the Land office in Kroměríž, other projects to 
restore almost forgotten features and the quality 
of the landscape are being prepared. 
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introduCtion to LAnd ConsoLidAtion

Even short-term, one-off projects can be of great 
benefit to the Czech landscape and may have 
a long-term, positive effect on the economic, en-
vironmental and social pillar of sustainable de-
velopment. four Land offices entered ecological 
measures realised as part of land consolidation 
for this year’s award.

during the collectivisation of agriculture 
between the 1950s and 1980s there was a wide-
spread merging of small fields into huge parcels 
of agricultural land, removing all elements that 
stood in the way of large-scale agricultural pro-
duction. all landscape elements such as roads, 
cuttings and paths, including the vegetation that 
grew there, groves, marshes and alleys were thus 
removed. this policy contributed to the overall 
degradation of valuable landscape features and 
functions and led to the disappearance of many 
animal species. the straightening of small wa-
tercourses, unsuitable amelioration work and 
the draining of marshlands caused a significant 
decrease in the landscape’s retention capacity. 
other outcomes of these insensitive measures 
are extensive water and wind erosion of the soil 
and the contamination of watercourses with ar-
tificial fertilisers. after 1991 land consolidation 
became one of the key tools for renewal of the 
countryside and rural development and at the 
same time a means to restore a positive personal 
relationship between the people and their land 
and landscape. 

Land consolidation is closely linked to the 
rural development programme, which motivates 
local people to strive, both through local admin-
istration and through personal efforts, for the 
development and protection of the landscape’s 
natural and cultural value. this can be done, 
for example, by means of landscape measures 
such as building anti-erosion and anti-flood 
protection systems, putting in place a system of 
ecological stability necessary for the survival of 

small animals, or making an area more accessible 
by rebuilding the network of tracks and roads. 
this brings about a restoration of the landscape’s 
aesthetic qualities, increasing the recreational 
potential and the overall attractiveness of the 
area. Land consolidation deals with landscape 
with the best interests of the public in mind, and 
it re-arranges land parcels in a way that is condu-
cive to rational farming. accessibility is ensured 
and conditions for rational management are put 
in place. at the same time, it puts in place the 
right conditions for increased ecological stabil-
ity and improvement of the natural functions of 
the landscape (retention, anti-erosion, the land-
scape as common land, and as a place to farm, 
live and relax in).

Land consolidation is discussed with all 
the concerned owners, as well as with all the rel-
evant bodies and organisations (at the munici-
pal, town and regional level). Land consolidation 
paves the way for the updating of cadastral data 
and is a binding basis for spatial planning and all 
the development programmes of the given mu-
nicipality. 

for more information on land consoli-
dation visit: http://eagri.cz/public/web/mze/
pozemkove-urady/pozemkove-upravy/co-jsou-
pozemkove-upravy/ 

CzECh LandsCapE award 2012
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execution of these measures in addition to pro-
viding its own land, and will be in charge of the 
subsequent maintenance. the municipality and 
the owners have thus taken responsibility for the 
realised measures and carefully oversee their state. 

as described above, the project consists of 
measures dealing with specific problems that, 
when combined, have a multi-functional effect. 
the measures for ensuring conservation of water 
sources and land were based on the jordán reser-
voir anti-erosion and anti-flooding study. project 
work took place on the banks of the reservoir and 
on the nameless tributaries of the Košín stream. 
a study looking at how to reduce the negative 
effects of the d3 motorway on the landscape 
was also prepared. the planting of 10-20 m wide 
green belts fulfils several ecological and landscape 
functions, such as noise reduction, reducing the 
amount of dust and salt from the motorway, and 
“visually” removing the motorway from the land-
scape. the roadside green belts continue along 
secondary roads towards neighbouring villages. 
all of the above measures are accompanied by lin-
ear planting of trees along unpaved tracks. 

project bearer:  Land office – tábor 
location:  košín, stoklasná Lhota – south bohemian region
contact:  ing. david mišík, david.misik@mze.cz
realisation:  2008 
partners: road and motorway directorate of the Czech republic, municipality of košín, 
nature Conservation Agency of the Czech republic – České budějovice, ministry of the 
environment, Luboš kroužek 
financing:  Land office – tábor, road and motorway directorate of the Czech republic, 

municipality of košín, ministry of the environment

Landscape measures in the košín Cadastre

the project was realised in the municipalities of 
Košín and stoklasná Lhota that form part of the 
suburban agglomeration of tábor. the area is 
characterised by very intensively farmed land and 
is severely affected by the heavy traffic on the d3 
motorway. there are also future plans to build 
a railway corridor. one part of the project is being 
realised within a 2nd degree hygienic zone – a wa-
ter reservoir that supplies water to tábor. the pro-
ject took place in an endangered landscape in line 
with the planning documentation and the rele-
vant nature and landscape conservation policies. 
Local suppliers were used as much as possible on 
this project (in line with the limitations stipulated 
in the law governing public procurement). 

Because land consolidations took place at 
the same time as the building of the new motor-
way, the Land office participated in the zoning 
proceedings and building permit proceedings. on 
the other hand, the road and Motorway directo-
rate voiced its opinions in regard to the proceed-
ings of land consolidation and was simultaneously 
one of the investors. farmers and land-users also 
had to become partners of the project, because 
without their co-operation the project would have 
been impossible. those concerned had to accept 
a decrease in the area available for agriculture. 

the project was financed from several 
sources applying the “snowball” model, whereby 
the land consolidation was the starting point and 
other potential financial resources that could be 
incorporated into the project were sought. the 
municipality also contributed financially to the 
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the hlavatecký pond bio-corridor was estab-
lished as part of the plan for land consolidation 
in the cadastre of sedlec. the location of this bio-
corridor was defined by the territorial system 
of Ecological stability (tsEs) as a place of long-
term anthropological influence and where the 
land has been intensively farmed. the realisation 
of this project linked together the existing bio-
topes and thus created a break in the intensively 
farmed locations. 

there were many confrontations with local 
landowners during the process, because these 
landowners remained convinced of the impor-
tance of large-scale farming. Much effort was 
required on the part of the project manager and 
employees of the Land office to achieve the pro-
ject’s aims – the creation of the proposed bio-
corridor with a view to changing the way people 
think about the landscape, increasing the aes-
thetic value of the landscape and raising aware-
ness of the need to protect the environment. the 
results were dependent on reaching agreement 
with 97% of the landowners concerned and 
reaching agreement with central government 
bodies as well as local governments. the munici-
pality then actively helped with the realisation of 
the project. one outcome of the project is a sig-
nificant increase in the biodiversity of entomo-
logic species. the vegetation of the bio-corridor 
provides a suitable refuge for birds (twenty pairs 
of wild geese nest here) and for other animals as 
well. 

project bearer:  Land office – České budějovice
location:  sedlec near České budějovice – south bohemian region 
contact:  ing. eva schmidtmajerová, Csc., eva.schmidtmajerova@mze.cz
realisation:  2000
partners:  nature Conservation Agency of the Czech republic,  

ing. popela, AsAkon spol. s r. o.
financing:  ministry of the environment

hlavatecký pond – planting of a bio-corridor
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the landscape surrounding sovenice village is 
intensively used. to the north this land is lined 
by widespread forests. in the sovenice cadas-
tre the only free-growing trees have remained 
in the pits left by clay and gravel quarrying and 
alongside several tracks, roads and watercourses. 
Between the years 2004 and 2007 a project was 
prepared and approved for land consolidation in 
this area. Based on requirements of a committee 
of landowner representatives and the depart-
ment of Environment of the nymburk municipal 
authority, five ecologically important landscape 
segments were planned, including the area of 
interest – referred to as Žp 1: enlargement and 
planting of the “hliňák” landscape element. all of 
the above localities were subsequently integrat-
ed into the territorial system of Ecologic stability.

the uniqueness of this project is in that it 
is concerned with the revitalisation of an aban-
doned clay quarrying site – a well-preserved 
technical historical monument. the location 
attained the qualities of a bio-centre when an-
other less fertile area was incorporated. the pro-
ject consisted of detailed inventory analysis of 
the existing trees, their treatment, the removal 
of non-indigenous plant species and weeds 
and the addition of other trees suitable for this 
area and conditions. Ground shaping has chan-
nelled surface water into the marshy part of the 
bio-centre. one positive side effect is the land-
scape’s water retention capacity. the entire area 
of the bio-centre is owned by the municipality of 
Křinec. trees are now also being planted along-
side newly built unpaved tracks. 

the project brought together a team of 
specialists, ranging from the project manager 
and comprehensive land consolidation surveyor 
to the planting project manager and a garden-
ing company. the project is the upshot of nego-
tiations and agreement between 300 farmland 
owners, the municipality of Křinec, the Land 
fund of the Czech republic and the relevant 
authorities. a written agreement was signed by 
89% of land owners. the realisation of this pro-
ject serves as a good example of best practice 
and an improved know-how agro-environmen-
tal education. 

project bearer:  Land office – nymburk
location:  sovenice – Central bohemian region
contact:  ing. zdeněk Jahn, Csc. zdenek.jahn@mze.cz
realisation:  2008 
partners: montAno nurseries – přerov nad Labem, town of křiněc, Cerha gardener – 
private company, zbyněk Adam school of Aviation – nymburk 
financing:  ministry of Agriculture

interactive element Žp1 – “hliník sovenice” bio-centre

LAnd ConsoLidAtion
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this project is an example of successful realisa-
tion of part of a common facilities plan approved 
as part of comprehensive land consolidations 
within the hostovlice and okřesaneč cadastres. 
the landscape has been cultivated since prehis-
toric times. there has been significant ecological 
disruption in large fertile areas. natural elements 
have been marginalised in narrow strips unsuit-
able for farming. 

during this project, the Kutná hora Land 
office for the first time tested the gradual im-
plementation of the individual elements of the 
territorial system of Ecological stability. 1.5 km 
long bio-corridors with a total area of 1.86 ha 
were gradually built in the thalweg of the ze-
hubský stream in a largely ecologically unstable 
area. these bio-corridors are made up of newly 
planted indigenous varieties of trees and grassy 
strips, while a waterlogged meadow has been 
conserved. a new bio-centre with a total area 
of 3.07 ha was established near Meduna. over 
an area of 1.24 ha a pond named Meduň was 
created. on the remaining territory the existing 
vegetation was modified, trees were planted and 
grassy areas were created. the pond is not meant 
for intensive fish breeding and was created to 
significantly improve biodiversity with increased 
numbers of amphibians, reptiles and birds. 

the project is a good example of the work 
done by the Kutná hora Land office. previous 
successes of the Land office include the water 
and Land Consolidation conference and, more 
recently, a meeting of mayors, Local action 
Groups and the national rural network. the 

project has raised public awareness about the 
possibilities of landscape improvement, increas-
ing the landscape’s attractiveness and ecological 
stability through land consolidation. the area 
has become a popular place for the locals to go 
on walks. 

project bearer:  Land office – kutná hora 
location:  hostovlice near Čáslav – Central bohemian region
contact:  ing. petr Lázňovský, petr.laznovsky@mze.cz
realisation:  2003 – 2004
financing:  sApArd, ministry of Agriculture 

Local territorial system of ecological stability – 
hostovlice village

LAnd ConsoLidAtion
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a general decrease in the number of trees along-
side roads is currently being registered. this pro-
ject is a good example of how to turn around this 
undesirable trend. the realisation of this nomi-
nated project took place as part of a national 
event called “tree planting record” organised 
by the Czech Environmental partnership foun-
dation. under the project, alleys of trees were 
planted along a local road in ostrava – svinov. 
a total of 100 linden trees (tilia cordata) were 
planted. 

the project is an excellent example of co-
operation between partners and an active ap-
proach to the question of nature and landscape 
conservation. one important output of the pro-
ject is the creation of a tried-and-tested model 
for co-operation between local municipality and 
the private sector. the project’s success is collec-
tively guaranteed by the involved partners – the 
implementing organisation, which provides the 
necessary finances, and the building material 
supplier, which takes care of the technical side 
and provides expert assistance for the planting. 
the project’s sustainability is ensured through 
the subsequent care of the planted trees. Em-
ployees of the department of Environment and 
agriculture of the Moravian-silesian region ac-
tively took part in the tree planting. participation 
in the event was rewarded with a certificate. the 
planting of trees alongside roads is perceived 
very positively by the general public and is un-
doubtedly an improvement to the environment 
in the concerned location.  

project bearer:  moravian-silesian region
location:  svinov – moravian-silesian region
contact:  ing. Jan filgas, jan.filgas@kr-moravskoslezsky.cz 
realisation:  2011 
partners:  moravian-silesian region, dvořák Lesy, sady, zahrady, s. r. o.
financing:  moravian-silesian region, dvořák Lesy, sady, zahrady, s. r. o.

planting of a tree Alley alongside a Local road

unAssessed proJeCt
CzECh LandsCapE award 2012
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the european union talks about landscape
the European Landscape Convention is the result 
of many years’ efforts of a select group of special-
ists and the initiative of the Council of Europe. the 
Convention was adopted in the year 2000 by the 
Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe. 
it was signed by the Czech republic in 2002 and 
once the ratification process ended it became 
binding on the Czech republic on 1 october 2004. 

the aim of this Convention is to support 
sustainable protection, management and land-
scape planning in all contexts, as well as to or-
ganise European co-operation in this area. the 
Convention also brings attention to the fact that 
landscape contributes towards the creation of 
local cultures and is the foundation stone of Eu-
ropean natural and cultural heritage. its impor-
tance is that it represents a framework for the 
creation and realisation of thoughtful and sus-
tainable regional development politics and land 
consolidation from the perspective of landscape 
characteristics, while encouraging the general 
public and local and regional authorities to par-
ticipate. in line with the principles of sustainable 
use of landscape, it also requires the preserva-
tion of the character of specified European land-
scapes through the active care of their natural 

and cultural value and co-ordination of activities 
planned in the landscape.

Conservation, management and landscape 
planning are linked to the rights and responsi-
bilities of everyone. the Convention does not 
perceive preservation of natural and cultural 
heritage as an isolated problem, a problem sole-
ly between the state and the relevant specialists. 
it is perceived as a shared responsibility of gov-
ernment authorities and local administration, 
owners and users of the landscape, as well as the 
professional and lay general public. the Conven-
tion also perceives landscape preservation as 
something active and dynamic arising from the 
continuous activities linked to a specific land-
scape and its potential. 

Many people living today, in these modern 
times, wonder where they come from and where 
they belong. Landscape is not only an ensemble 
of complex living and non-living natural ele-
ments, but also of social and cultural ties. Land-
scape helps us find out who we are. Legends, folk 
customs, original crafts, traditional architecture 
and lifestyle are linked to a certain type of land-
scape. it would be fitting to translate the word 
¨identity¨ as a ¨sense of belonging¨. 
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to be able to belong to Europe and bear the re-
sponsibility for values and the direction Europe 
is heading in, one must first belong to a certain 
place and in that place be responsible for the 
community and one’s surroundings.

(ing. ivan dejmal)

when one speaks of the lovely Czech landscape, 
very few people picture a jungle. in Central Euro-
pean conditions, landscape is linked to the people 
who populate it and alter it according to their needs. 
the cultural values that we invest in the landscape 
have been hundreds of years in the making. history 
and traditions are important where landscape is 
concerned. there can be no doubt that landscape 
forms a part of cultural heritage. it is the result of 
entire human generations who have tried to make 
use of the landscape while at the same time striving 
to preserve and improve it. this is why landscape is 
considered to be a fundamental cultural phenom-
enon of every European nation. 

regional differences that have come about 
through different historical characteristics certainly 
carry great cultural value. they give a place its form 
and thus create its unique identity. Globalisation and 
homogenisation harm such values. as long as local 
architectural traditions are maintained, one can tell 
whether one is in south Bohemia, Bavaria, Krkonoše 
or Bretagne without having known the place before.

(ing. arch. miloš solař, historic 
value of Cultural Landscape in 

public Administration no. 48, 2006)

Let us Ask A few questions 
how do we perceive landscape today? is our land-
scape being used in such a way that it is a sustain-
able source of food as well as a place offering good 
quality of life? what do we need to do to hand over 
the landscape to our children in a better state than 
we received it from our ancestors? what are the 
best and worst features of our cultural landscape 

and how did they come about? do we sufficiently 
appreciate the preserved natural and cultural val-
ues of the landscape and its vulnerability? do we 
have a personal relationship with the landscape we 
live in? Can we and do we know how to make re-
sponsible collective decisions about its future? or 
do we live in a spiritually barren landscape with no 
sense of emotion and responsibility and unable to 
affect its outcome? 

Every single one of us can give answers to 
the above questions, thus making an inventory 
of our own perception of the state of the land-
scape we live and work in, enjoying the positive 
as well as the negative aspects of life.

(ing. martin weber, vÚkoz)
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